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Abstract
Every vertex of an al
type game* A vertex iRJag if by el r can assure him-
self of a win, it is 3 pponent
fxom winning t and. it is r losing. The
sets of winning;, losing, rms of
set-valued function on the g

Introduction
A Nim game is played by two players I and II on a graph (V, D) » where
V is a (finite) set of vertices and! :Vx V.is a set of directed arcs. The
set of predecessors of a vertex v £ V is the set P(v) ~ {x £ V j (x,v) £ D}
and the set of predecessors of a subset S c V is the set P(S) » tj P(v),
For each S c v the complement of P(S) is denoted U(S) - V - P(S), Thus U(S) is
2
the set of vertices which do not precede any vertex in S, Denote by U the
composition of U with itself.
The game is played as follows: Player I selects a vertex v.. £ V- c V.
Player II selects any vertex v
?
such that v £ ?(v~). Player I then se3 <=»<"«-
°
any vertex v_ such that v_ £ P(v ), and so forth. If a player selects a ver-
tex v such that v £ U(V), i.e. a vertex which precedes no other, then that
player wins and his opponent loses. We shall call the set U(V) the set of
terminal vertices .
A set S C V such that S » TJ(S) is called a kernal of the graph. (Such
sets are also called solutions (cf. Von Neumann and Morgens tern). It is well
known (cf. Berge p. 320) that if the graph possesses a kernai S, and if a
player chooses a vertex in S, then he can play in such a way that he is assured
of a win or a draw; i.e. he can make his subsequent choices in such a way that he
will not lose.
It is the purpose of this paper tc characterize all vertices of the
graph. A vertex is winning if by choosing it a player can assure himself of
a win, it is losing if by choosing it he cannot prevent his opponent from win-
ning, and it is drawing if it is neither winning nor losing. We will also de-
termine for each winning vertex the minimum number of moves in which a player
can assure that he will win, and for each losing vertex the maximum number of
moves a player can forestall his loss.

Analysis
Define the following collection of subsets of V. Let Aq *» and
2
n n-1
for n » 1,2,. .. define Am - «(*._,) Then A, 0(V), the sat of ter-
minal vertices, and for n * 1,2,... the aets A have the following pro-
perties.
Proposition a) A ' c A ;
b) A C U(A )n n
Proof ; Observe that A c B implies U(E) c U{A) and consequently
2 2
U (A) c U (B). Proposition (a) and (b) are both true for n » 1. Suppose
that it has been shown for some n that A , c An. Then
n-1
2 2A » U (A ,)cU(A)«A.,, and thus (a) is true for all n. Suppose
n n—x n n+i
that it has been shown for some n that A c U(A ). Then
a n
A
n+1 - U
2 (A
a)
C U2 (U(A )) - U(U2 (Aq)) - V(\+i> an<* s <> Cb > is £rue
for all n, completing the proof,
It follows from Proposition (a) and from the finiteness of V that for
n sufficiently large, A = A , 1 . Denote by a* the smallest such n; then
A * A j, ,- * U (A '). >?ote that Prooosicion (a) implies A A =* U A .
n* n*+l n* r n* n
Theorem; The set of winning vertices is precisely the set A ,k ; the set
of losing vertices is P(A t )z the set of drawing vertices is U(A %) - A A .
Proof; First we show chat every vertex in A x * U A is winning. Sup-
— —
i n
pose a player picks a vertex a E A . If a e A- * U(V), that player has won.
Otherwise his opponent must pick a vertex b such that a z P(b ).
n n n
2Since A » U (A
,
) » U(U(A , ) it follows that a precedes no vertex
n n-1 n-1 n r
in U(A .) and so, since a precedes b , b £ P(A , ); l.e*,b precedes some
n—
x
n n n n—x n
vertex in A . . Thus the original player can pick a vertex a , c A .
n-x r
*^
n-1 n-x

3such that b £ P(a ,) and so forth; after making n choices in this way,
the original player will have picked a terminal vertex a., s A-, and so have
won the game. Thus every vertex in P ^ is winning.
It follows immediately that every verts:, in P(A ^} is losing. If a
player picks a vertex in F(A .), he cannot prevent his opponent from choosing
n
a vertex in A ^ and winning* It remains to show that ©very other vertex in
V, i.e. every vertex in U(A .-) - A Ai is neither winning nor losing.
n* n^
Suppose a player chooses a vertex v £ U(A ^) - A fc . His oppoxient must
choose a vertex w such that v £ ?(w). Since A . is contained in U(U(A 4,)}»
n* sK
no vertex in U(A ^) precedes any vertex in A ^, so w ^ A^. But A ^ contains
U(U(A ^)) and so* since v ^ A ^, it follows that v £ P(U(A ^)). Thus there ia
an x £ U(A ^) such that v e P(x). Since v £ U(A ^) , we know that x k A ^ $ and
so x £ U(A .) - A^.
Thus if a player chooses a vertex v £ U(A
,,.) - A #s bis opponent can re-
spond only by choosing a vertex w which is not in A A „ If w S P(A ^), then
the opponent cannot prevent a loss. But we have shown chat for each such
vertex v, the opponent can choose another vertex k £ U(A A ) - A A . Thus,
once a vertex v in tJ(A *) ~ A . is cLjtsen, each player zaa choose in such an71 i?~
way that he never chooses a vertex in P(A *), and his opponent never has an
opportunity to choose & verte a i particular- his opponent never has
an opportunity to choose a terminal vertc ach player can make his
choices in such a way &» to assure that he will not lose, and his opponent will
not win. Hence no vertex In U(A ,.} - A . is either winning or losing.
n " n.~
It is clear from the proof that if a player chooses a winning vertex v>
then the minimum number of choices in which he can be sure that he will win is
equal to the smallest m such that v £ A . If a player chooses a losing ve
v, then the maximum number of choices which he can be sure of making before

he loses is equal to the smallest n such that v s Pc'A ) „
" m
Example;
-in i in ftnn..i. i
In this graph, which has no kernal, the sets A, *= {a>; A« « A * « {a s c}?
P(A^*) e (b,d}; and U(A^) - A * - {e.f.g}.
Concluding Remarks
It should be noted that the assumption that V is a finite set is made
only to simplify the presentation. If V is a. set. of arbitrary ordinality>
we must define whether a vertex is *winning ? if it results in the choice of
a terminal vertex after only a finite or after an arbitrary sequence of choices.
In either case, generalization of the results presented hera is straightforward.
It is not difficult to show that any kernal of a graph .must contain every
winning vertex* or- that if a graph has no circuits ev^sry vertex is either win-
ning or losing, since in this case A * * U(A *) is the unique kernai (cf
.
n a
Berge p. 311). (The set A * is the smallest fixed-point of i,h& kind defined
in Roth [1975]. and every kernai is a maximal fixed-point of the ssse kind.)
Like the kernai, which has the same mathematical structure as a solution
of a cooperative game, the set A * has the sasie structure as the supercore
of a cooperative gams (cf* Roth [1976]).
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